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Abstract
Synchronous motor is not a self starting machine. Static Frequency 
Converter (SFC) along with Static Excitation System (SES) can 
be used as one of the starting devices for synchronous motor. 
The alternator discussed in this paper is a specially designed 
synchronous machine capable of supplying 1500 MVA power 
in a high power short circuit testing laboratory. This machine 
was earlier driven by a synchronous motor. Recently the prime 
mover has been removed and the alternator is made to operate 
in dual mode; as a motor and sometimes as an ac generator. The 
starting technique, motor mode operation and conversion of 
generator mode about the said machine are the key attractions 
in this paper. 
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I. Introduction
After the invention of solid state devices like silicon controlled 
rectifier (SCR or thyristor) Static Frequency Converter (SFC) was 
designed. It was quickly adopted for soft starting of motors which 
were earlier required bulky starters or other auxiliary mechanism. 
After the advent of high power thyristors the SFC became more  
popular  for  its  four quadrants operations like soft starting, speed 
control, braking and reversible operation of large synchronous 
machines. Initially SFC was used worldwide mostly for pump 
storage power plant [1-3]. Further it advanced to gas turbine based 
power plant [7-12]. 

II. Short Circuit Test
Power generating stations are normally a few thousands kilometres 
away from the load centres. Generated power has to pass through 
different power apparatus before reaching to the consumer end. 
Amongst all the faults, short circuit is the most severe in the power 
system. In the event of this, the fault power is flown through all the 
appended equipment till the fault point, causing high thermal and 
mechanical stresses in them. These line equipments should bear 
theses stresses, till the fault is cleared by the protective devices. 
Hence all the power apparatus have to be tested for its rated short 
circuit level. 
Short circuit testing is not feasible to conduct everywhere. Apart 
from high expertise, it requires very high amount of power from 
the source. A specially designed test laboratory with specified 
power source serves the purposes of short circuit tests. Normally 
fault level of the grid determines the capacity of testing laboratory. 
If the grid is strong enough, the direct on line testing lab can 
be established. Otherwise a short circuit alternator is introduced 
between grid and the test apparatus. Since the power requirement 
is very high, it is very much important that the extraction of short 
circuit power is only from the stored mechanical energy in the 
rotating masses of the alternator and not from the supply grid. 
Central Power Research Institute (CPRI), is one of the premier 
organisations amongst the world’s independent testing and 
certification bodies. Presently CPRI Bhopal unit has both on Line 
and Alternator based short circuit testing facilities.

III. Conventional Short Circuit Testing Plant
Short circuit testing plant is similar to power generating plant in 
many aspects except the prime mover. Various types of turbines 
are used in power generating stations depending on the locations 
and mode of generations. In a high power short circuit testing 
station the prime mover is a motor.

Fig. 1: Single Line Diagram of Previous System with Driving 
Motor

A 4 pole, 100Hz, 3000rpm, 2000kW Synchronous motor was used 
as prime mover for one of the two 1500MVA, 12.5kV alternators in 
the alternator based short circuit testing laboratory at CPRI, Bhopal 
(fig. 1). Static Frequency Converter (SFC) along with brush-less 
excitation system was used for driving the synchronous motor. 
Rotor field of the alternator was energised by Static Excitation 
System (SES).

IV. System Modification
Requirement of power from the alternator is intermittent in 
nature. It was thought that by upgrading the control system, the 
same alternator can be used as a motor and further changing to 
ac generator whenever required. By removing the motor we can 
save a lot of energy and maintenance expenditure on it. Single 
line diagram of the modified system is shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Single Line Diagram of Prime Mover-Less Short Circuit 
Alternator
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The operating principle of the modified system is based on SFC 
and SES, which are discussed hereafter.

A. Static Frequency Converter
Combination of 6-pulse bridges connected by a DC link (smoothing) 
reactor is known as Static Frequency Converter [6]. The bridge 
connected to the supply grid side is named Network Bridge (NB). 
Another similar bridge connected to the machine stator terminals 
is called Machine Bridge (MB). Both these bridges can be made 
converter or inverter depending upon the machine requirements 
(fig.3).

Fig. 3: Single Line Diagram of  SFC Connected to a Synchronous 
Machine

B. Static Excitation System
Alternator (synchronous generator) requires two inputs, one is 
mechanical through its driving system and another one is the 
excitation through the field winding.

Fig. 4: Single Line Diagram of SES Feeding the Rotor 
Excitation

MB of the SFC feeds the stator power that is alternating in nature. 
But the rotor power requirement is always DC. This DC power is 
maintained separately by a Static Excitation System (SES). Here 

SES is a series combination two 6-pulse Thyristor bridges forming 
a 12-pulse configuration [4-5]. A specially designed converter 
transformer with two secondary windings (star & delta) provides 
two three phase outputs with 30° phase shift and feeding the 
individual bridge (fig. 4).

V. Principle of Operation

A. Motor  Mode
Co-ordination of all the above bridges is very much important 
to produce starting torque in the rotor. NB in the SFC converts 
AC power frequency to DC which is filtered by the link reactor. 
This filtered DC is then inverted by MB and feeds the stator in 
the form of very low frequency pulses (fig.5). 

Fig. 5: Machine Bridge Pulses

The MB is operated in such a way that at a time only 2 legs are 
in conduction. At the same time SES also injects the field power, 
which creates two poles in the rotor, which tries to align with the 
poles created in the stator by MB pulses. In this process rotor gets 
a starting torque and it shifts from its stationary position (fig. 6). 
Frequency of the MB output is the key factor to get a revolution in 
the rotor. The frequency should vary very precisely by sensing the 
rotor rpm so that at every speed the synchronism is maintained.
Low speed operation of the machine is called ‘Pulse link mode’. In 
this mode the thyristors of the bridges are force commutated due to 
low back e.m.f. for the less rpm. After achieving the significance 
speed (approximately 10%), self commutation takes place owing 
to the sufficient back e.m.f. generation. This is called ‘Synchronous 
mode operation’. In this way the synchronous machine is started 
& run as a motor up to its full speed i.e. 3000 rpm.
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Fig. 6: Torque Generation

B. Generator  Mode
Whenever short circuit power is required under full speed operation, 
thyristor pulses of SFC are blocked (so that no power is drawn 
from the grid), Short Circuit Breaker (SCB) is opened (fig. 2), 
field regulation is adjusted by SES (to the preset level) and the 
machine is changed from motor to generator mode for delivering 
the required short circuit power to the equipment under test. After 
one short circuit cycle, the SCB is closed, SFC thyristor pulses 
are released, field regulation is brought back to initial level (fig. 
7) and the machine is changed its mode from generator to motor. 
This process is repeated till the completion of one test.

Fig. 7:  Field Current & Voltage Along with Stator Current Feed 
Back in Generator Mode

VI. System Evaluation
Some of typical short circuit duty cycles performed on test 
equipments, using this machine were recorded in fig. 8 & fig. 9.

Fig. 8: Auto Reclosure Duty on a CB

Fig. 9: Short Time Current Test on Busduct

VII. Conclusion
Use of SFC technology for motor less operation in the field of 
short circuit alternator is quite flexible. The soft starting method 
doesn’t load the supply system during start up process for such a 
big machine. The absence of driving motor gives us savings on 
energy, maintenance cost and reduces down time of the alternator. 
The state of art technology eases the monitoring, control and fault 
diagnostics of the system. Machine can run at variable speed 
i.e. during non utilization period of the machine, it can be run at 
lower rpm (at 5% of the rated).  Moreover by using regenerative 
braking during stopping operation stored mechanical energy is 
converted to electrical energy and back feed to the grid. Thus the 
environmental issues are also been addressed by not wasting the 
energy in the form of heat.
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